Site Check Readiness
To ensure installation of your service is completed when scheduled, your site must be ready for the crew on the
date you indicate on the application (site ready date). Along with your application, please submit a plot plan
for the address or addresses you are applying for.
Site readiness includes the following:
1.

Provide a plot plan that indicates the location of the residence within the property.

2.

House number must be visible from the street.

3.

In order to secure the natural gas bracket, a 24” x 10” pressure treated board must be in place that does
not contravene any natural gas codes.

4.

You must maintain a .9 metre (3 ft) clearance around the natural gas service regulator with any exhaust
vents, opening windows or doors. Please refer to your mechanical contractor for appropriate codes of other
intake clearances.

5.

The area around the house is backfilled and the lot is to within 150 mm (6”) of finished grade. To ensure
proper installation routing, customers are asked to ensure that property pins are in place and marked
for easy locating by our field staff.

6.

Utility access within the site must meet the following requirements:
i) Access is required for equipment to get into the yard(s) where the work needs to occur (trencher,
mini hoe, etc.), clear of buildings, fences, decks, etc.
ii) A clear path is maintained for the trench route from the metering points to the takeoff points. The
width needs to be enough to operate small trenchers and mini hoes at a minimum in ideal soil
conditions, and larger equipment when frozen or rocky conditions exist. The trench is to be at least
0.6 metres (2 ft) off of the parallel property line (for fencing) and at least 0.6 metres (2 ft) wide to
ensure separation of facilities in the trench. Further width is often required at surface to slope
trench during installation for safe trenching rules. This will require approximately 2 metres (6.5 ft)
clear access along the property line to the meter (electric and gas) boards to allow for construction
of the facilities.
iii) Be aware that any pads or foundations near this route may slump with settling of the trench.

7.

The trench is from the pedestal or pole to the meter location(s) (typically the closest corner from the
pedestal or pole to the house). This service route must be clear of debris or obstructions, such as dirt
piles and lumber.
i) SaskEnergy and SaskPower reserve the right to determine the meter location due to physical
impediments that may restrict access for personnel and equipment. Alternate meter locations
must be pre-approved prior to construction.

8.

If separate trenches are utilized, the natural gas trench (SaskEnergy) must be at least 1 metre (3 ft) in
distance from the SaskPower trench.

9.

In instances where both gas, electric and communication cables are installed in the same trench (currently
only in Regina, Saskatoon, Warman, Martensville and Dalmeny), you must leave a 1.2 metre (4 ft)
corridor adjacent to the property line for utilities. If the minimum of 1.2 metres is not maintained, an
encroachment over the gas service may occur and you will be responsible for reparation and subsequent
cost.

10. For SaskPower—Your electrician has attached an energization sticker on the meter socket indicating the
service is ready for connection. The sticker ensures:
i) An electrical permit has been obtained
ii) The main panel is connected and in the open (off) position
iii) The service is grounded and ready to be connected to SaskPower’s electrical system
11.

To facilitate your service connection, please notifiy SaskPower once your electrician has affixed the
energization sticker.

